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Creative Cacophonies and The Vandalised Scrawlings of the Human Heart

“Some people say little gir ls should be seen and not heard… but I think 'oh bondage

up yours!’” Polystyrene (X-ray Spex)

Clattering onto the post punk scene, thrashing every female stereotype in Rock

and Roll to become one of the most impor tant bands Britain has produced, The

Raincoats created an uncompromisingly fear less female sound.

Ar tist, filmmaker and Raincoats  founder, Gina Birch has never learnt to bite her

tongue. In songs such as the stuttering  In Love and the refusenik No-Ones Little

Gir l where her visceral yet vulnerable vignettes mine the oddy-shaped, what lies

beneath, emotions of the human hear t, her écriture féminine is writ large.

Coming to painting, Birch employs a similar conceptual methodology, translating

her song-writing, cine-literate stor ytelling into diar istic captured moments into

paint. ‘Sometimes I will stay with a theme’, she says, ‘like in the histor y paintings which

I think of, as a bit like a concept album. But I also like to paint things that intr igue or

annoy me, or I will revisit my personal biography which is more like, say, a 7inch or a

short film’.

On first seeing some of Birch’s histor y paintings, her tutor (oblivious to the fact

that punk was actually meant to be about confounding expectations), commented

that he ‘thought they would be more punk’. This series, came about from the ar tist’s

many study visits to the National Galler y where she was struck by how many High

Renaissance paintings  from Ruben’s  Rape of the Sabine Women (1635)  to

Titian’s Rape of Europa (1562), depicted  scene upon scene of salon sanctioned,

sanctified violence against, and objectification of women. 

These grabbed, carried off women, struggling and straining against their pursuers,

imprisoned in their gilded frames, screamed out to her demanding retribution.

As latter-day me-too Medusa, Birch re-paints these classical  scenes in a counterintuitive

high ar tiness as a comment on their avowed status as canonical masterpieces,

disrupting them with a deliberate direct action over-painted vandalism.

Palpable in the paint, anger and jagged painter ly scrawls herald the inclusion of

Guerrilla Gir ls marauding across the paintings to save the day and un-mute the

screams of the Sabines.

‘My work sometimes shouts’ she says ‘and is seen as uncool. When it shouts loud people

often don’t want to listen, but sometimes I think it is important to upset the applecart.’
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Making trouble is par t and parcel of a She Punk’s raison d’être, however in Birch’s

paintings the shoutiness also comes with lashings of underpinned humour.  In

the Laugh of the Medusa, Hélène Cixous asser ts that man created the monstrous

legacy of Medusa through fear of female desire. If, she argued, they dared to “look

at the Medusa straight on,” they would see that “she is not deadly, she’s beautiful

and she’s laughing.” In her painting ‘Suzanna and the Custard Tart’ for example,

Birch's  female protagonist is seen lobbing a slapstick  ha ha! custard pie at her

abuser.

A recurring motif in Birch’s paintings is the archetypal enclave of the adolescent.

In her gir ls-school school-days paintings, she re-visits queasy biology lessons where

in somewhat surrealist scenarios, her gir ls are dissecting frogs or learning how to

look after babies in a basket, or are rolling their eyes in a history lesson, or blowing

things up in a school science experiment gone wrong, or having sex in a field.

Birch is drawn to this metaphorical site of initial discoveries, that dizzying teen

world where ar t, writing, films and music are encountered for the first time, along

with sexual stirrings and hear t stopping cravings. She sees it as an important emotive

wellspring to dip into when making work, containing as it does that sense of infinite

as yet unchar ted, uncensored possibilities.

Of her own school days, Birch says ‘I went to an all gir ls school.  We got up to a lot

of mischief and the longing for something unknown, different and exciting, was ever

present.’

As avowed ‘no-one’s little gir l’, Birch refuses to be stereotyped, her eclectic painting

narratives go where her hear t and mind leads, her commitment to painting confounds

those who expect her to employ a purely minimalist de-skilling aesthetic. Explaining

her approach, she states   ‘I want my painting to be a mixture of studied classical painting

and the vandalised scrawling of my heart.’

The music of the Raincoats was often described as a series of harsh and jarring

sounds. In translating these emotive  cacophonies into paint, Birch is sarcastically

turning this comment on its head.  Her paintings may sometimes scream and shout

but they also draw us in with their quietly subversive her-story scenarios. Whilst

re-painting her half of the world, ‘her desires have invented new desires, her body

knows unheard-of songs where time and again she, too, has  felt so full of luminous

torrents that she could burst with forms much more beautiful that those which are

put up in frames and sold for a stinking fortune.’, after Cixous.

Alex Michon 

January 2020

Alex Michon is an ar tist, writer and one of the directors of the  ar tists run space Transition

Galler y in East London. She has contributed ar ticles to AN, Feast Art Journal, Garageland,

and Arty ,  and has written catalogue essays for  ar tists such as Michael Ajerman, Cathy

Lomax and Delaine Le Bas. She is currently  the online editor for  http://garageland-

magazine.blogspot.com/.
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/// Available Images
(Please mention captions and credit for reproductions: Photo © Gina Birch, courtesy Galerie Arnaud Lefebvre)

Gina Birch

‘Suzanna and the Custard Tart’

Acrylic with oil glazes
86 x 120 cm.
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Gina Birch

Protection

Acrylic on canvas
180 x 150 cm.
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Gina Birch

Wrap your arms around me

Acrylic and pastel on canvas
42 x 44 cm.
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Gina Birch

Guerilla girls rescue the Sabines

Acrylic on canvas
150 x 130 cm.
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Gina Birch

Free

Acrylic on canvas
90 x 160 cm.
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Gina Birch

Girls dissecting frogs

Acrylic on canvas board
30 x 30 cm.



Gina Birch

Girls learning about safe sex

Acrylic on canvas board
45 x 30 cm.
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Gina Birch

In a field

Acrylic on canvas board
30 x 30 cm.



/// Biography
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Gina Birch

Born in 1955 in Nottingham, Geat Britain. She lives and works in Great Britain.

Gina Birch is a founder member and songwriter of pioneering post punk band The Raincoats.

Over 4 albums, The Raincoats helped shape the timeless notion that punk is what you make

it to be – an act of raw expression, not any one sound. They set a crucial precedent for

feminist work within a DIY punk context.  Gina has made videos and super 8 films, performance

art, played with Red Crayola /Art and Language, and among many other achievements she

has been raising two daughters with her husband Mike.  Birch has been painting solidly for

four years.

Website: http://www.ginabirch.net
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